Abstract-In big data research related to bioinformatics, one of the most critical areas is proteomics. In this paper, we focus on the protein-protein interactions, especially on pathogen-host protein-protein interactions (PHPPIs), which reveals the critical molecular process in biology. Conventionally, biologists apply in-lab methods, including small-scale biochemical, biophysical, genetic experiments and large-scale experiment methods (e.g. yeast-two-hybrid analysis), to identify the interactions. These in-lab methods are time consuming and labor intensive. Since the interactions between proteins from different species play very critical roles for both the infectious diseases and drug design, the motivation behind this study is to provide a basic framework for biologists, which is based on big data analytics and deep learning models. Our work contributes in leveraging unsupervised learning model, in which we focus on stacked denoising autoencoders, to achieve a more efficient prediction performance on PHPPI. In this paper, we further detail the framework based on unsupervised learning model for PHPPI researches, while curating a large imbalanced PHPPI dataset. Our model demonstrates a better result with the unsupervised learning model on PHPPI dataset.
I. INTRODUCTION
Immersed in many disciplines, including computer vision, online resources, health care, urban city and bioinformatics study, big data analytics technology is influencing every area of our life with the enormously available data [1] [2] [3] [4] . The big data is considered as a data-driven research area in combination with data mining and machine learning technologies, so the verified and well represented data are crucial. Through decades of efforts by the biologists, tremendous datasets are being recorded in bioinformatics. Nowadays the biologists and computer science researchers are working together to tackle the challenges in knowledge discovery by building computational models in both proteomics and genomics disciplines [5, 6] .
In our study, we focus on the proteomics area. Proteomics research draws a lot of attention due to the huge emerging 'omics' data in recent years. These data are accumulated in an extraordinary speed benefiting from high throughput technologies. Identifying protein-protein interactions (PPI) with a comprehensive understanding is essential for the studies of biological functions, which are fundamental to particular research, like drug design and infectious diseases. Among these PPI research, the computational studies for PPI mostly focused on 'intra-species' PPI, which mainly concerned the interactions between two proteins from the same species.
Since identifying PPIs is essential for understanding the whole biological functions and most diseases occurring between the hosts and pathogens, we focus on the interactions between proteins from two different species, namely 'interspecies' PPI. As pathogen-host PPI plays an important role in both the mechanisms of infection and medicine treatment, obtaining a better understanding and prediction of PHPPI will bring huge benefits for biologists.
On the other hand, deep learning is currently booming and it has achieved a lot of inspiring research outcomes [7] . It is considered as the most effective model with its ability to generate higher level representation features for model learning, when there is sufficient data [8] [9] [10] . Several popular network models are being widely used, including convolutional neural network (CNN) and deep belief net (DBN).
However, the literature research mostly focus on relatively small datasets with balanced ratio. Currently, there is little research on PHPPI, especially while PHPPI datasets appear to have two important characteristics, which normally exhibit high skewed ratio and large data size, as reported in our earlier study [11] . Herein we propose to leverage unsupervised learning model, especially the stacked denoising autoencoders (SdA) in our model, for PHPPI prediction. A general framework with unsupervised learning model is further built to tackle the unique challenges from PHPPI research, which need to deal with large data size and imbalanced ratio between binary classes. Inside this framework, we anticipate that SdA, as the primary unsupervised learning model, could automatically represent higher level features for further model classifier. In our experiments, We observed that the higher level representation by unsupervised learning could be the key to a better performance for prediction in PHPPI. We demonstrate this observation by deploying our framework to two selected pathogen species. These two pathogen species are 'Francisella tularensis' and 'Clostridium difficile', while the host is human.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews the related work; Section III presents our framework with deep learning methods; Section IV gives our detailed PHPPI datasets and the evaluation metrics; Section V is our result analysis and discussion. Finally we conclude this paper and point out future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
More and more experiments are conducted to verify whether a pair of proteins interact with each other. Among these, only the positive PPIs, which means a pair of proteins has interacting relationship, are manually recorded. However, identifying these positive PPIs could be time consuming and labor intensive in biological experiments, which could also introduce high false positive rate. The uncertainty of experimental results for detection of interactions between host and pathogen proteins is one of the main obstacles for biologists [12] . How to provide highly confident prediction for further experimental verification is our goal in this study.
Yeast and human are considered as two special species since most of PPI research focus on these 'intra-species' PPIs. [13] gave a detailed and insightful analysis on yeast protein interactions, while [14] proposed an algorithm called PrePPI to yield over 30,000 high-confidence interactions for yeast and over 300,000 interactions for human. This algorithm proposed to utilize Bayesian statistics to predict interactions with 3D structural information. [15] presented a novel sequences feature representation method of proteins to achieve a better result than other works. The PPI applied in [15] were extracted from the yeast protein-protein interactions.
Among these research a balanced dataset was normally applied, which could be either from the available websites or built by researchers themselves. The balanced ratio between the positive and negative PPI data is nearly 1:1. For PHPPI, the ratio between positive and negative pairs is highly skewed, which is normally 1:100 to 1:500. However, the ratio 1:100 is generally considered to build a less-biased classifier for prediction [11, 16, 17] .
In addition to the dataset characteristics, the computational model plays another important role for prediction. Several supervised machine learning methods have been applied to build the corresponding model for balanced PPI datasets prediction, including extreme learning machine (ELM) model [18, 19] and support vector machines (SVM) [15, 17, 20, 21] . SVM is the most utilized model in many research disciplines as it associates basic structural risk minimization theory to make predictions, while ELM model provides a faster training speed with its inherent mechanisms on Moore-Penrose generalized inverse of the neural network output. Most of these models are built for yeast and human 'intra-species' PPI.
Deep learning thrives on some benchmark datasets, for example, MNIST 1 , ImageNet 2 and so on. Especially, deep learning has shown its powerful performance on 'Big Data' sets. This stimulates us to introduce the deep learning mechanisms into PHPPI research. Currently, more and more novel machine learning models are proposed to imitate human brain systems. Among these, CNN and DBN are two of the most popular models. In [22] the hierarchical data processing in the human brain cortex is discussed, which is imitated in the computer vision research. It has been proved in [23] that CNN achieves a similar data representation approach as discussed in [22] . The visualization in [23] details the construction of the corner and other edge information inside each image. Given that the models having the ability to learn higher degree features from data, deep learning is considered as a more efficient and generalized way in other research areas.
These successes in data feature representation motivate us to introduce unsupervised learning model into our study on PHPPI. In this paper, we leverage a deep stacked denoising autoencoders model to design an unsupervised learning model for PHPPI prediction. In next section, we will detail this framework and present the unsupervised learning model for PHPPI research, and later we will conduct the experiments on several curated datasets. A brief explanation of the procedure will also be presented in section IV.
III. FRAMEWORK WITH UNSUPERVISED LEARNING FOR PHPPI
In this section, we will first introduce and go through a whole data life cycle, which includes data curation, feature representation and model learning for PHPPI prediction.
In detail, as shown in Figure 1 , this framework consists of raw data curation, data feature representation, unsupervised learning model, and eventually classifier model learning. 
A. Raw Data Curation
Since all positive pairs are extracted from the dispersed databases over Web, the golden dataset should contain highconfidence positive pairs and random sampling negative pairs. Normally random sampling strategy is applied between the proteins of pathogen and host to obtain the negative PHPPI pairs. In this curation phase, the setting ratio between positive and negative pairs is 1:100, which means one out of every 100 PHPPIs is supposed to interact with each other [11] . These protein pairs constitute the basic information of raw data. The raw data curation procedure is detailed in [24] , in which data querying, data collection, data cleansing and data pairing are critical to build the raw data. Nevertheless, to further demonstrate the ability of unsupervised learning model, we also build and test datasets with 1:25 and 1:50 ratio.
B. Data Feature Representation
In the raw data curation phase, we build a dataset containing the basic information of PHPPI pairs. However the basic information only indicates the respective interacting protein ID. The ID is unique in the protein databases. The related protein feature databases to represent data into model actually include sequence information, gene ontology information, human interactome graph (since we are studying PHPPIs between human as the host and other bacterias as the pathogens) and gene expression. Correspondingly, the sequence information is stored in Uniprot [25] and gene ontology information is located in Gene Ontology Consortium [26] . The Human Protein Reference Database (HPRD) manages human interactome graph information [27] . The last one, gene expression information can be downloaded and extracted from several selected transcriptomic datasets which reflect the human genes infected by pathogens. These datasets are mostly stored in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) databases [28] . A comprehensive survey on these protein features used in PHPPI study can be found in [11] Among these protein feature databases, sequence information is the primary data feature for proteins, according to the domain knowledge: 'sequence specifies structure'. Also, because most sequences of proteins can be found in Uniprot database, in this phase we choose sequence information as our primary protein feature.
As a basis of biology knowledge, the protein is made of hundreds or even thousands of amino acids. These amino acids are organized in various lengths yet strict order to build the primary structure of different proteins. For example, a simple sequence information of protein could be: CCYGGGYYCYY. Each letter represents one of the amino acids. Basically there are four distinct structural stages which are primary structure, secondary structure, tertiary structure and finally the quaternary structure. The primary structure is mostly decided by the sequence order and length, which means the sequence information needs to be carefully processed in order to input into subsequent models. In this paper, we apply auto covariance [29] as our data feature representation method while there are some other alternative sequence representation methods as well, like conjoint triad method [30] and local descriptor [20] . It should be noted, besides the sequence information, also other features can also be further studied in the future.
The auto covariance (AC) analysis on sequence information was proposed as a good protein feature representation in [29] . Considering the numerical sequences, the auto cross covariance (ACC) is able to translate the sequence information into uniform matrices. Typically, AC considers the physicochemical properties of each amino acids in the sequence, which include hydrophobicity (H), volumes of side chains of amino acids (VSC), polarity (P1), polarizability (P2), solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) and net charge index of side chains (NCISC). There are 20 different kinds of amino acids. Table I depicts their physiochemical properties [11, 30] . The letter of the name is short for their respective full name, which could be found in [11] . The AC method contains the following steps:
1) Firstly we translate sequence information into numerical values of these seven different physicochemical properties. This translation includes data normalization since the values of different properties are different in their ranges. According to Equation (1), they are all normalized to a distribution under zero mean and unit standard deviation. 1, 2, 3 , ..., 20; j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
(1) 2) Then we represent them into a uniform matrices by AC as Equation (2):
In these formulas, f i,j is the jth property value of ith amino acid. M j refers to the mean value of jth property over the 20 amino acids while D j is the standard deviation of jth property over the 20 amino acids. Based on Equation (2), a length of lg * 7 is calculated, where lag is the distance between two amino acids, and lg is the maximum value of lag.
For m properties chosen out of these seven physicochemical properties, the length of the AC would be lg * m. N means the length of the protein sequence.
As auto covariance is a popular transformation method for adopting numerical sequence information to uniform matrices, in this paper we also choose it as our primary data feature representation method. After AC transformation, we will concatenate each AC calculation output of the interacting proteins into one vector, in which the data feature dimensions are 420 on a pairwise level.
C. Unsupervised Learning Model
Deep learning has shown its superior ability on either classification or recognition problems. In this paper, we introduce the unsupervised learning model into this framework to automatically extract higher degree features for subsequent model learning.
The unsupervised learning model benefits from the sufficient amount of data. [10, 31] presented that the unsupervised learning model could be efficient as long as there were enough data for learning. After all, it is also a well designed model for dimensionality reduction and feature learning [32] .
There are several choices for unsupervised learning model. In this paper we deploy a four-layer stacked denoising autoencoders. Similar as other research, our experiments will show that the feature extracted through unsupervised learning model, specifically the four-layer SdA, has its own advantages over the simple data feature representations.
Typically, an autoencoder is a neural network designed to be able to reconstruct the output as the same as the input. Shown in Figure 2 is a traditional autoencoder. The autoencoder tries to learnẌ ≈ X. It contains three layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer.
Given the input as X = [ 
in which, b x represents the bias value, f denotes the transfer function. This is the encoding calculation. To reconstruct the hidden layer, the decoding calculation is shown as Equation (4): To train and measure the performance of the unsupervised learning model, one method is to calculate the mean square error (MSE) as Equation (5),
Denoising autoencoder, which is derived from autoencoder, tries to reconstruct an uncorrupted raw input data from a corrupted input data. The corrupted methods could be various in different scenarios. In our model, the raw input data are corrupted by adding gaussian noise. As Figure 3 shows, theẊ is the corrupted input data of X. We build the encoder by:
The decoding process is the same as Equation (4). By our experiments experience, the transfer function f is selected as sigmoid function in our latter model for both encoding and decoding. The introduction of noise in denoising autoencoder provides this model with a better learning ability and also higher robustness. Based on denoising autoencoder mechanism, we build the four-layer SdA as shown in Figure  4 . In this paper, it is a four-layer network model acting as our unsupervised learning model. In Figure 4 , we train this SdA layer by layer. h1, h2, h3 means the hidden layer outputs which we extract as our higher level features. For each denoising autoencoder,Ẍ ≈ X, h i ≈ h i , i = 1, 2. Later we will input h3 into the classifier model for training and prediction.
D. Classifier Model Learning
The model learning phase is the final data learning and evaluation stage. In most cases, supervised learning models are chosen to build the final classifier learning model for further prediction. Since the datasets are relatively larger than previous balanced PPIs datasets studies, in our study, logistic regression (LR) is utilized as our supervised learning model to produce the interacting probability value between 0 and 1.
E. Summary
In this section, we detailed our framework based on the unsupervised learning model, which could lead to an efficient performance on prediction. In section V, we will further demonstrate that this model truly has the following superior characteristics:
• This data-driven framework achieves a better performance on PHPPI datasets. In cooperation with unsupervised learning model, we are capable of dealing with larger yet higher skewed datasets and achieve better performance.
• This framework based on unsupervised learning model, particularly with the SdA model, is an easy solution of data feature representation on PHPPI datasets. Unsupervised learning model provides better abstraction of protein sequence information and presents them to the following classifier learning model. Given several data feature representation methods, the unsupervised learning model shows its superior performance.
In the following two sections, we will elaborate our technical details and experimental results.
IV. PHPPI DATASETS AND EVALUATION METRICS
In this section, we will present the technical details of our study, including the statistics of the PHPPI datasets, and the evaluation metrics. The working environment is with GPU 'NVIDIA GTX970' and 64GB memory on Intel i7-6700K cpu. We tested our framework and achieved all the results on Ubuntu 14.04 system.
A. PHPPI Datasets Curation
Firstly a raw dataset is required for further data feature representation. We extracted the positive pairs from two selected PHPPI databases: PATRIC [33] and PHISTO [34] . High-confidence and experimentally verified PHPPI pairs are manually recorded and stored in these two databases. Shown as below Table II Clostridium difficile and Francisella tularensis are chosen as our main pathogen species while the host remains human. Furthermore, we also conduct a comprehensive study by curating the datasets with ratio 1:25 and 1:50.
B. Evaluation Metrics
The evaluation metrics include the precision, recall value and F1 score. We still report the accuracy though in a high skewed dataset the accuracy value tells little about the model performance. Shown as below is the definition of precision and recall values:
'TP', 'FP' and 'FN' are true positive number, false positive number and false negative number respectively. 'TN' refers to true negative number. F1 score is calculated by:
We also draw the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve and calculate the area value under this curve (AUC) to evaluate the performance and robustness. The ROC curve illustrates the performance of binary classifier model with the various threshold values. In this curve, the relationship between true positive rate and false positive rate can be observed.
The AUC value shows the stability and performance of a model. This value ranges from 0 to 1. We expect the value to be close to 1 to achieve the best model. Regarding to the experiments settings, we present the logistic regression classifier with cross-entropy and mean squared error loss functions to learn from the Clostridium difficile dataset with 1:100 ratio. We deploy the batch gradient descent as our optimization algorithm. The batch size is 100 and learning rate equals to 0.1. However, the logistic regression model with cross-entropy tends to predict all the output as 1, which results in 0.01 ± 0.0 for accuracy and 0.5 ± 0.0 for AUC. Alternatively, with mean square error loss function, the model obtains 0.99 ± 0.0 and 0.83 ± 0.08 for accuracy and AUC respectively. Thus, we select mean square error as our final classifier layer loss function. These experiment settings are the same when SdA is added on the bottom to extract higher level representations. The experiments are carried out with 10-fold cross-validation.
V. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
We train this framework on both Clostridium difficile and Francisella tularensis pathogen species. Although the expected ratio between positive and negative pairs is 1:100, we will also include the result on ratio of 1:25 and 1:50 which are less-imbalanced to have a comprehensive discussion. The evaluation result on dataset of 1:25 ratio shows that simple logistic regression model achieves a better performance than our unsupervised learning model. However, when the ratio becomes 1:50, which is a higher skewed ratio, our unsupervised learning model stays stable and obtains a much better result than simply supervised model learning. Figure 5 and 6 also indicate that the performance of single supervised learning model LR drops dramatically when the ratio increases from 1:25 to 1:50. We observe that the SdA model demonstrates more stable results in Figure 6 . We consider that the reason for performance reduction could be related with the hyperparameters setting in LR model due to the different ratios. However, this also validates our hypothesis that stacked denoising autoencoders could be an effective model to extract higher level feature and acquire a better result in our overall study. Though Clostridium difficile is associated with a relative smaller dataset, the high skewed ratio still introduces the uncertainty into the supervised learning model. This leads to a worse performance than our unsupervised learning model according to the results of precision and recall presented in these tables. To clarify this effect of high skewed ratio, we also present the precision, recall and F1 score on the datasets with expected ratio 1:100 in Table VI In this section, we presented the results to demonstrate that, unsupervised learning model, specifically with stacked denoising autoencoder, improves the model performance and obtain a better prediction results for PHPPI datasets.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a framework based on unsupervised learning model for PHPPI research. This framework benefits from higher level feature learning and achieves better performance than single classifier learning.
With the overwhelming data emerging in bioinformatics area, there is an upsurge of interest for high performance data analytics among the researchers. In our work, this framework has shown its superior stable ability on high skewed, imbalanced and also 'large' PHPPI datasets, while the classifier is fixed. Since PHPPI concerns about the protein-protein interactions between pathogens and hosts, this framework could deliver better insights for further multidisciplinary studies.
We also study the effect of the dataset size on PHPPI datasets. We found that unsupervised learning model could be more suitable for representing both small and big datasets. While the astonishing rate at which proteomics data is generated leads the related researches into the realm of 'Big Data', our framework in PHPPI research will be further tested with much bigger datasets in the future.
By now we have only utilized AC as our primary data feature representation method and also only used SdA as our unsupervised learning model. In our future work, we will concentrate on different features and introduce other unsupervised learning models into our study to further improve the model performance and its robustness, as well as applicability to other research fields. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This work is supported by the scholarship from the China Scholarship Council (CSC) while the first author pursues his PhD degree in the University of Wollongong.
